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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

The Operations and Outage Accounting function is based on the QSCADA Event Data 
Recording facility.  This facility records all status changes and control operations in an event 
data file capable of storing events for up to 30 days. 

An equipment editor defines the devices for which accounting is required.  An 
Operations/Outage Accounting program, which runs every midnight, scans the event data file 
for the previous day and generates the required accounting data.  Special-purpose report 
programs generate the Operations and Outage reports. 

Part of the outage accounting function requires the capture of the phase currents immediately 
prior to an outage.  This task is performed by means of a special very-short-term trend 
program (EtrendServer), which samples all the phase currents every five seconds and retains 
the last 12 samples in memory.  Any equipment for which outage accounting is desired must 
have "ETREND" defined as its alarm task.  (This is done via the point editor.)  This causes 
the EtrendServer to be notified whenever an outage occurs.  The notification message to the 
EtrendServer identifies the point, its new status and the time of the status change.  On 
notification of an outage, EtrendServer selects from its memory the corresponding phase 
currents immediately prior to the given timestamp and writes these values into the event data 
file for use by the outage accounting program. 
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2 EQUIPMENT EDITOR 
 

An Equipment Editor (in Plus Editors Calculations->Equip) is provided to allow the user to 
specify the devices for which operations and/or outage accounting is required. 

An example of this editor is shown in Figure 2-1.  Each page of the editor shows six devices. 

 For each device, the user specifies: 

 SWITCH NAME 

 Point name of device.  Can be any status point (e.g. breaker, switch, disconnect). 

 ACCUMULATED OUTAGE 

 Point name of pseudo analog point to contain accumulated outage time (in 
hours).  If left blank, no outage accounting is performed for this point. 

 PHASE CURRENTS 

 Point names of three associated phase currents.  Used in outage accounting.  If 
left blank, no phase currents are included for this point in the outage report. 

 OPERATION COUNT 

 Point name of pseudo analog point to contain the total accumulated operations 
count.  If left blank, no operations accounting is performed for this point. 

 WARN LIMIT 

 Operations count warning limit.  If defined, an alarm is raised when the 
operations count exceeds this warning limit.  Such points are highlighted in 
device operations reports. 

A device can be accessed by name by entering the name in the SWITCH NAME field at the 
upper right area of the screen.  In response, the editor brings up the page containing the 
specified device. 
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Figure 2-1 Equipment Editor 
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3 OPERATIONS/OUTAGE ACCOUNTING PROGRAM 
 

The Operations/Outage Accounting program executes at midnight every day.  This program 
scans the event data file for the previous day and generates operations and outage 
accounting data. 

 For operations accounting, the program: 

 Counts operations found in the event data file.  Separate counts are maintained 
in the equipment file for number of operations caused by operator control and 
number of operations caused by protective relaying.  The sum of these is 
maintained as a total count in the associated analog point specified by the 
OPERATION COUNT field on the Equipment Editor. 

 Raises an alarm for any operations counts that have reached or exceeded their 
warning limits. 

 Both "opens" and "closes" are treated as operations. 

For outage accounting, the program produces a daily outage file.  For each outage: 

 The last phase currents prior to the outage are included in the daily outage file.  
In the event data file, these phase currents immediately (or almost immediately) 
follow the outage event.  These values are added to the event data file by the 
ETREND program. 

 The accumulated outage points (specified by the ACCUMULATED OUTAGE field 
on the Equipment Editor) are updated. 

 Only "opens" are treated as outages. 

Outages with durations of less than one minute and outages that are caused by operator 
controls are excluded from the daily outage file and from the accumulated outage. 

In all cases, the program determines that a switch action was operator-initiated if a 
corresponding operator control was logged in the event data file with a timestamp that was 
within one minute of the switch time. 

The operation count for any device can be modified by the operator by manually setting the 
corresponding analog point on an analog summary display.  Operation counts can be reset 
manually or automatically via command sequences.  When the accounting program detects 
that the total operations count was reset to zero, then it resets the counts of operations due to 
operator control and protective relaying to zero also before being updated.  Any manual sets 
for the total operations counts are removed. 
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4 DEVICE OPERATIONS REPORT 
 

For each device reported, the Device Operations report shows: 

 equipment point name and description 

 device normal state (OPE or CLO) 

 time and date of most recent operation 

 number of days elapsed since last operation 

 number of operations 

o caused by operator control 

o caused by protective relaying 

o total 

 operations limit 

 number of operations divided by limit (expressed as a percentage) 

 status 

o EXCEED -the operation count exceeds the limit 

o WARN  -the operation count does not exceed the limit but is 
within the percentage of the limit specified by the /WARN switch 

o NO-OP  -the elapsed time since the last time device was 
operated exceeds the limit specified by the /DAYS switch 

o OK  -none of the conditions above is true 

Devices whose operations counts exceed their limits are identified by a status code of 
EXCEED. 

By using the /WARN switch, the operator can request that the report identify those devices 
whose operation counts are within a certain percentage of their limits.  Such points are 
identified by a status code of WARN. 

If the operator uses the /DAYS switch, he can request that the report identify those devices 
whose elapsed time since last operation exceeds a certain number of days.  Such devices 
are identified by a status code of NO-OP. 

The Device Operations Report can be scheduled or generated on demand by the operator. 

The Device Operations Report program is an option in the Utility client.  It takes the following 
options: 
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POINTS= This option allows the operator to specify the points that he wishes to 
include in the report.  With no switch, the report defaults of all points.  
Asterisks can be used as wildcards.  Examples: 

  "STN1,POINT1" 

   - generates a report for just point STN1,POINT1 

  "STN1,*","STN2,*" 

   - generates a report for all points on stations STN1 and STN2 

  "*,BRK*" 

- generates a report for all points whose name starts with "BRK", for all 
stations 

WARN=nn This option allows the operator to specify the percentage of limits for 
which devices should be highlighted. 

The format of the device operations report is illustrated in Figure 4-1. 

DAYS=nn This option allows the operator to specify an elapsed time since last 
operation. 

 

 
 
 Figure 4-1     Device Operations Report Format 
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5 OUTAGE REPORT 
 

The Outage Report program generates a report for a user-specified interval by concatenating 
the contents of the daily outage files. 

For each outage, the report includes: 

 name and description of the device 

 start time and date of the outage 

 the duration of the outage (within the reporting interval).  Outages that started 
before the reporting interval and outages that are still outstanding at the time of 
the report are identified. 

 the last phase currents prior to the outage 

At the end of the report, a summary of total accumulated outage time is provided for all 
devices for which outage accounting is specified. 

The Outage Report can be scheduled or generated on demand by the operator. 

The Outage Report program is an option in the Utility client.  It takes the following options: 

DAYS=n This option allows the operator to specify the reporting interval.  For 
example, 

   n = 1 means outages for yesterday 

   n = 7 means outages for the last 7 days 

The format of the outage report is illustrated in Figure 5-1.  An asterisk preceding the date 
and time of outage are is used to indicate that the outage began before the reporting interval. 

The status column (STAT) indicates the status of the outage at the time of report generation: 

  OK   = outage cleared 

  OUT  = outage still outstanding 
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Figure 5-1 Outage Report Format 
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QEI provides a wide variety of Automation Products and services to 
the Electric Utility Industry. QEI’s customers are a mixture of major 
utilities, government and military agencies as well as global Electrical 
Transmission and Distribution OEM's. 
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